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Tomas Velez Cachupin's Last Will and Testament,
His Career in New Mexico, and His Sword with a
Golden Hilt 1
Malcolm Ebright, Teresa Escudero, and Rick Hendricks

T

his article emerged from a chance encounter at the State Archives in
Santa Fe, New Mexico, in June 2002. During an infrequent face-to-face
meeting between Malcolm Ebright and Rick Hendricks concerning a book
project, a tall young woman with the accent of someone from Spain approached them. She said she was temporarily teaching Spanish in Santa Fe
under a program sponsored by the Spanish government and was trying to find
information about a famous ancestor of hers who had twice been governor
of New Mexico. When Teresa Escudero told Ebrightand Hendricks his name
was Tomas Velez Cachupfn, they looked at each other in surprise and delight, for they were trying to find out all they could about Velez Cachupfn for
their book titled Witchcraft in Abiquiu: The Governor, the Priest, the Gen{zaro
Indians, and the Devil. Governor Velez Cachupfn figures prominently in the
story of a witchcraft trial over which he presided in the 1760s, and in which

Malcolm Ebright is an attorney and historian who lives in Guadalupita, New Mexico, where
he is president of the Center for Land Grant Studies. He is the author of Land Grants and
Lawsuits in Northern New Mexico (University of New Mexico Press, 1994). Rick Hendricks is
an Adjunct Associate Professor of Anthropology at New Mexico State University. He is also
working on the guide to the Archivos del Arzobispado de Durango in the Archives and Special Collections Department at NMSU Library. Teresa Escudero is an educator from Laredo,
Spain. For a number of years she was employed by the public schools in Santa Fe, New Mexico
as a teacher of Spanish. She is a distant relative of Tomas Velez Cachupfn.
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he had a keen interest because he had personally established the gen[zaro
community at Abiquiu where the witchcraft outbreak occurred. 2
Teresa said that, in Laredo, Spain, where Velez Cachupfn is buried, little
information was known about his career in New Mexico. Likewise, Rick and
Malcolm told her that historians had few details about VeIez Cachupfn's life
in Spain before and after he became governor or during the four years behveen his hvo terms in New Mexico. The three decided to pool resources.
Teresa would research in Spain during her summer vacations, aided by Rick's
extensive knowledge of the archives there, and he and Malcolm would use
material they were developing for the book to provide a snapshot ofVeIez
Cachupfn's career in New Mexico.
During the first summer of research, Teresa spent her days in the Spanish
archives and communicated with Rick over the Internet in the evenings. Working in this way, she found the will that is the subject of this article. As they
translated Velez Cachupfn's last will and testament, they found much information about his life in Spain and some hints about his life in New Mexico.
This document, one of only a few wills that have been found for aNew Mexico governor, tells several things about Velez Cachupfn. J Although he often contended with the Franciscans, especially during his first term, he was
still a religious man who bequeathed substantial amounts to charities and
church institutions. But he was primarily a military man who believed in
individual initiative and, above all, in maintaining the fame and glory of the
Velez Cachupfn name. The will and other documents Teresa discovered in
the archives in Madrid, Laredo, and other places in Spain also show the complicated financial transactions in which the Velez Cachupfn estate became
involved.
Velez Cachupfn was a long way from these family finances when he was
fighting the Comanches, Utes, and Navajos in the far northern province of
New Mexico in New Spain. It is this contrast behveen the elite Old World of
the Velez Cachupfn family of Madrid and Laredo, and the New World realities offighting and making peace with the so-called indios barbaros on the New
Mexico frontier that this article seeks to illuminate. As a symbol of this tension
behveen the Old World and New World, we have chosen Velez Cachupfn's
sword with a golden hilt. The only item of personal property mentioned in
the will, the sword was clearly the governor's most prized possession. He bequeathed it to the viceroy's son. His relationship with Viceroy Revilla Gigedo
of New Spain had set the stage for his highly successful first term, during
which he achieved peace with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos on the
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strength of his early victory over the Comanches at the Battle of San Diego
Pond. We do not know for sure whether the weapon he used in that battle was
the golden-hilted sword he bequeathed to the viceroy's son, but it likely was.
The Battle of San Diego Pond first established Velez Cachupfn as a formidable warrior on par with the best the Comanches could muster, and the
golden-hilted sword was the symbol ofVeIez Cachupfn's glory. It seems logical that the luster of the Velez Cachupfn name achieved in that battle was
connected with the luster of his golden-hilted sword.

Tomas Velez Cachupin: Two-Term Governor of New Mexico, Warrior, and
Peacemaker with the Comanches, Utes, and Navajos
On 25 January 1769, almost two years after delivering the governorship of
New Mexico to Pedro Fermfn de Mendinueta, Tomas Velez Cachupfn found
himself in Madrid, Spain, in the words of his will, "sick in bed with the illness that God Our Lord has seen fit to give me."4 Velez Cachupfn had arrived
in the southern port of Cadiz a few months earlier and had written the king
asking for a new position. He told the Spanish monarch that he had not come
immediately to Madrid because "having suffered a great decline in my health
... [on board ship] I disembarked in such a weak condition [and] had such
a lengthy convalescence, that I was prevented from going to place myself at
your excellency's feet."5 Velez Cachupfn finally arrived in Madrid but apparently suffered a relapse. He called an escribano (scribe), Lorenzo de Terreros,
to his bedside to prepare his last will and testament because "the hour of my
death is unknown [and] I do not want to be caught unprepared when it
comes."6
In his will Velez Cachupfn made only a few bequests, indicating that a
more extensive written statement might be prepared and delivered to his
executors before his death. The bequests provided for ten thousand reales to
have masses said for his soul, a thousand at the Convento de San Francisco
in Madrid, another thousand at the Premonstratensian Convento de San
Norberto in Madrid, and five hundred masses at the parish church of the
district where he died; thirty thousand reales for his tombstone; small bequests to his servants; and a bequest to his niece, sor Melchora de San Rafael,
a member of the Capuchin order in Granada. To Jose de la Gandara; a relative, he gave thirty thousand reales, and he gave twenty thousand reales to
Juan Vicente de Gtiemes y Horcasitas, also a relative and the son of Francisco
de Gtiemes y Horcasitas, the first Conde de Revilla Gigedo and viceroy of
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New Spain from 1746 until 1755. His prized possession, "a broadsword with
a gold hilt," he gave to Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas, another relative and
also son of the viceroy.7 As noted in the preface the golden-handled sword was
the only item of personal property mentioned in the will and must have been
Velez Cachupfn's personal weapon with which he fought many battles. The
stories of those battles with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos, and of the
peace he achieved with these tribes during most of his two terms as governor
ofNew Mexico may well have been fresh in don To~as's mind as he thought
back over an illustrious career.
Velez Cachupfn started his life in the New World as a cadet in the permanent regiment of Havana in the 1740S. His service in Cuba coincided with
that of Juan Francisco de Giiemes y Horcasitas, the first count of Revilla Gigedo, the future viceroy of New Spain. Gtiemes y Horcasitas was related to
Velez Cachupin and may have known him before coming to the Americas.
The future viceroy was born in Reinosa in the Spanish province of Santander, and Velez Cachupfn was a native of Laredo, a seaport on the north coast
of Spain, also in the province of Santander. Whether Revilla Gigedo knew
Velez Cachupfn personally before coming to the New World, he probably
knew he had a relative under his command in Cuba, where Giiemes y Horcasitas held the post of captain general from 1734 to 1746, a period that Velez
was also in Havana. Upon his appointment as viceroy, Revilla Gigedo probably took Velez Cachupfn with him to Mexico City to serve in his household.
Velez Cachupfn was appointed the viceroy's equerry, an official in charge of
the horses in the viceregal stable, but Velez Cachupfn undoubtedly had additional responsibilities. It is likely that in the viceroy's household Velez
Cachupfn began to learn the intricacies of colonial administration. By the
time he received an interim appointment as governor of New Mexico in 1749,
Velez Cachupfn had absorbed a great deal of information about Spanish
colonial law and practice. 8 Atthe court in Mexico City, he was able to observe
colonial administration at close hand. He may also have had the opportunity
to study books of Spanish law applicable to the New World in the viceroy's
library, including the Recopilaci6n de leyes de los reinos de las Indias, which
he sometimes cited almost verbatim in his decrees as governor ofNew Mexico.
By seeking a career in the Indies, the future governor was following in the
footsteps of Felipe Velez Cachupfn, the illegitimate son of Tomas's grandfather. Felipe was born around 164°.9 With few prospects in Spain, Felipe made
his way to Peru, where he amassed a respectable fortune and then returned
to the environs of Laredo. In 1686 he footed the bill for some construction in
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one of the chapels in the parish church in Ajo, which had been founded by
his paternal great-grandparents, Juan Velez Hontanilla and Maria Fermindez
de Camino. Not long after, Felipe set his sights on a more lasting memorial.
In 1689, in exchange for a considerable sum, the syndic ofthe Convent of San
Francisco of Laredo placed Felipe in possession of a chapel in the church,
which required dispossessing the former owners. At Felipe's expense, the
chapel underwent extensive remodeling. To watch over his remains, Felipe
had erected a statue of a young kneeling Spanish gentleman. Since Tomas
worshipped in the family chapel, he doubtless learned of the experiences of
its founder in the New World. In his hometown Tomas practiced his faith
under the watchful guidance of priests of the Franciscan Order, to which he
had a particular devotion. His will provides further evidence of Tomas's personal faith and of his respect for the Franciscans. He requested that his body
be "wrapped in shroud in the habit of our seraphic father, St. Francis." What
he most likely intended was for his body to be clothed in the habit of the
Third Order of St. Francis. Perhaps later when he was on his deathbed, he
appreciated the irony of the predicament he had found himself in with other
members of that same order when he took up the post of interim governor of
New Mexico.
When he arrived in New Mexico, Velez Cachupin sparked a renewal of
the battle between the Franciscans and civil officials that had been waged off
and on since before the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. Although in general the Franciscans held negative opinions ofthe governors of New Mexico, Velez Cachupin's predecessor, Joaquin de Codallos y Rabal (1743-1749) received praise
from some influential priests, among them the custos, fray Andres Varo. Varo's
favorable view of some aspects ofGovernor Codallos y Rabal's administration
notwithstanding, in 1749 he wrote a secret letter to the viceroy that roundly
condemned the governors. Historian John L. Kessell colorfully described
these events as follows:
When reports by the outspoken Fray Andres Varo reached the viceroy,
he decided to send a member of his household, don Juan Antonio de
Ornedal y Maza, to New Mexico to get the facts. Instead, Ordenal got
together with the hot-headed, youthful Gov. Tomas Velez Cachupin,
another member of the viceroy's "family," and "hell conspired" to roast
the missionaries of New Mexico as they had never been roasted before.
But they did not wither. Rather they fought hellfire with hellfire. 1O
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Ornedal's report was a scathing condemnation of the Franciscans, and
after less than a year in office, in the spring of 1749, Velez Cachupfn wrote
to the viceroy, giving his own highly critical evaluation of the Franciscan
missionary program in New Mexico. Father Varo had another go at countering the "most iniquitous and false calumnies" of Governor Velez Cachupfn
and Inspector Ornedal in 1751. 11 Two aspects of this document merit special
attention. First, Varo levels an ad hominem attack at Velez Cachupfn by
questioning his honor and going so far as to suggest that he was less than a real
man. Second, Varo charged Velez Cachupfn with usurping the Patronato
Real and acting as vice-patron of the New Mexico missions by moving Franciscan clergy from mission to mission as he saw fit. This authority to assign
priests was jealously guarded by the Franciscan leadership in New Mexico
and became a major point of contention with eighteenth-century governors
from Velez Cachupfn onY
Governor Velez Cachupfn's relationship with the viceroy stood him in
good stead as he traded charges with the Franciscans. He was finally able to
stop the flow of Franciscan complaints to the viceroy altogether and withstand an attempt by the Franciscans to expel him from New MexicoY The
missionaries were aware of the governor's family ties to the viceroy and the
viceroy's wife, and attributed Velez Cachupfn's success in this church-state
controversy to favoritism on the part ofViceroy Revilla Gigedo. 14 In fact, Governor Velez Cachupfn believed in the mission of the Franciscans to Christianize the indigenous population but had reasonable complaints against
specific priests and objected to certain missionary practices, which, he felt,
impeded his mission of achieving peace with indigenous tribes making war
on Spanish settlementsY
Velez Cachupfn's greatest accomplishment during his first term was making peace with the Comanches, Utes, and other nomadic Indians, who had
been mercilessly raiding Spanish settlements throughout the early eighteenth
century, especially during the late 1740s. Velez Cachupfn began making peace
overtures to the Comanches in the early 1750S, but in November 1751 he felt
betrayed when three hundred Comanche warriors attacked Pecos a few
months after accepting his offers of peace. The governor personally led a
retaliatory expedition, telling the viceroy "my heart leapt with the ardent
desire to give them a taste of our arms."16 The story of Velez Cachupfn's first
major campaign bears repeating in some detail, for it was highly successful,
and the account of his victory was repeated over and over, even reaching the
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attention of the king of Spain. This battle more than any other single event
increased the glory associated with the Velez Cachupfn name.
Velez Cachupfn caught up with the Comanche raiders after six days of
riding nonstop, except for a few hours at night to pasture the horses and permit his soldiers a little sleep. On the evening of the sixth day the Spanish took
the band of Comanches completely by surprise near a shallow pond covered
with tall reeds. As the sun went down the Comanches retreated to the center of the pond, a difficult position to defend because of the freezing temperatures. Velez Cachupfn ordered fires built on the edge of the pond to
illuminate the Indian's movements. When the Spaniards saw the Comanches hiding in water up to their waists, the governor ordered his men to set
fire to the reeds in the pond and fire on the Comanches revealed by the flames.
On hearing the cries of some women and children, Velez ordered the firing
stopped and notified the Indians through an interpreter that he would spare
their lives if they surrendered. Should they refuse, "by the time the sun came
up he would finish them offwithout pardoning anyone," according to a battle
report. No one accepted the offer until about midnight, when a sixteen-yearold boy, wounded in the foot, emerged, holding a cross made of reeds and
asking for mercy. Velez Cachupfn seated him by the fire, and when the others saw how well he was treated, most of them came out of the water and surrendered. Only the chief and seven of his warriors remained in the thicket.
Velez Cachupfn kept watch all night, sitting "astride his horse with his weapons in his hands," perhaps among them the treasured broadsword with the
golden hilt that he bequeathed to the viceroy's sonY At about three o'clock
in the morning, the remaining Indians, "in the light of the moon, uttered a
war whoop" and attacked. The Spaniards fired on them, killing the chief and
wounding most of the others, who soon surrendered.
The governor and his troops scored an impressive victory that would be
long remembered by the Comanches and other tribes as well. As a result of
the Battle of San Diego Pond, as it came to be called, the Comanches agreed
to a peace that lasted throughout the governor's first term. Because of his
courage in that battle and the mercy he showed the captives, Velez Cachupfn
was known to all the Comanches as "the captain who amazes."18 It appears
that a Ute chief was even named after the governor. 19 Near the end of his
will, Velez Cachupfn urged his beneficiaries always to keep the name Velez
Cachupfn alive, "so that for all time the fame and glory of the family will be
known and not lost." Surely he recalled his victory at San Diego Pond as one
of his most glorious accomplishments. 2o
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Word ofVeIez Cachupin's defeat of the Comanches at the Battle of San
Diego Pond soon spread to other tribes, and as a result he made peace with
the Navajos and Utes. The Ute peace was directly related to the reputation
Velez Cachupin had earned at that battle and to his willingness to negotiate
with any tribe seeking peace. In the early 1750S the Utes attacked a group of
Navajos in Navajo country, surrounding them and driving the Navajos to a
mesa top. Seeing that their defeat was inevitable, the Navajos put down their
arms and approached the Utes with a wooden cross and what appeared to the
Utes to be a letter but was in fact some kind of calendar or almanac. The
Navajos shrewdly announced to the Utes that "the great chief of the Spaniards
sent you this letter and the cross and ordered you to be friends." The Ute chiefs
agreed to peace because they knew that Velez had "punished the Comanches
severely and afterward pardoned them benignly when they sought peace carrying another similar cross." The Utes did not want to "displease [Velez Cachupin], who, if angered by their ignoring [the] letter, might take up arms
against them."21 The Utes had been raiding most settlements in the Rio Arriba
north ofAbiquiu; so the Ute peace made possible the resettlement and expansion of many Rio Arriba communities, though raids by other tribes continued.
Viceroy Revilla Gigedo reported Governor Velez Cachupin's accomplishments during his first term to the king with the recommendation that he be
continued in a second term as governor of New Mexico. Although the viceroy embellished somewhat the details ofVelez Cachupin's victory against the
Comanches, the gist of his report was accurate, and the king ordered that
Velez Cachupin "continue in the exercise of his government."22 By the time
this decree reached Mexico City, however, Velez Cachupin had already set
sail for Spain, and a new governor, Francisco Antonio Marin del Valle (17541760), was on his way to New Mexico. 23
Before leaving New Mexico, Velez Cachupin prepared an extensive set
of recommendations for dealing with the Plains Indians that his successor,
Governor Marin del Valle, largely ignored. Soon, the network of alliances
that Velez Cachupin had so carefully crafted began to unravel. Velez Cachupin told his successor that he should "treat them [the Utes] with generosity and simpleness of spirit, with some show of pleasure, and be very humane
in your contacts with them. You should show them the greatest kindness without revealing fastidiousness or repugnance at their rude clownishness and
manners." The Comanches as well as the Utes should be treated fairly when
they come to Taos to trade, "without permitting ... the settlers and the Pueblo Indians, who also attend, to do them the slightest injury."24
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In contrast to his immediate successors in the governor's palace, Velez
Cachupin realized the importance of personal diplomacy in dealing with
"the three nations of the Plains," the Utes, Comanches, and Apaches, as well
as the Navajos. He met with the chiefs and sat with them, "command[ing] tobacco for them so they may smoke, as is their custom." At the trade fairs Velez
Cachupin tried to keep the Utes and Apaches apart from their enemies, the
Comanches, keeping the peace, helping them exchange horses and arms,
and helping "the Apaches ransom their relatives from the possession of the
Comanches." It was important, said Velez Cachupin, that the governor himself attend the Taos trade fair and visit the rancherias of the assembled Comanches, Utes, and other Plains tribes, "observing that any appeal for justice
is met at once." This was a duty that the governor must perform himself, "for
there is no subject to delegate this duty to who would discharge the trust with
the zeal equal to that of the governor himself."25 The fact that Velez Cachupin was a bachelor without social commitments seems to have made it easier
for him to meet on short notice the nomadic tribes and their leaders, in war
or peace. By so doing Velez Cachupin was able to avoid potential problems
before they escalated into violence. He realized that the Indians "must be
ruled more with ... policies of peace than those which provoke incidents of
war," because the province of New Mexico was surrounded and outnumbered by these tribes. 26 Unfortunately, neither Marin del Valle nor the two
governors who succeeded him had either the charisma Velez Cachupin displayed or the desire to meet the Plains Indians face to face in their own camps.
Marin del Valle, "a vain, less bold individual" than Velez Cachupin,
seemed to provoke rather than pacify the nomadic Indians, and the Utes,
Apaches, and Comanches resumed their raiding of New Mexican settle'ments. 27 After Marin del Valle's term as governor expired, two short-term governors followed: Mateo Antonio de Mendoza (1760) and Manuel del Portillo
y Urrisola (1760-1762), the second ofwhom caused even more problems with
the Comanches over their Spanish captives.
In December 1761 the Comanches came to Taos offering to release seven
Spanish captives if they could resume trading with the Spaniards. Portillo
refused outright and took all the Comanche chiefs hostage, eventually attacking their encampment of sixty-eight tipis. This attack was a serious breach of
etiquette, something Velez Cachupin would never have done. Most of the
Comanches fled after the Spaniards killed four hundred oftheir people. Then
the Utes, who had also come to Taos to trade, took more than a thousand
horses and three hundred Comanche women from their encampment,
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completely disrupting Ute-Spanish relations. Governor Portillo had misjudged
the Utes who had agreed to fight on the Spanish side and had thrown away
all hope of peace with the Comanches. 28
Meanwhile Velez Cachupfn, still in Spain and probably unaware of the
debacle in New Mexico's Indian relations, applied for another term as governor of New Mexico and was selected over six very experienced military
men. 29 Viceroy Revilla Gigedo's favorable reports concerning Velez Cachupfn's performance during his first term must have impressed the king, for on
14 March 1761 Carlos III chose him over the competing candidates. The king
ordered Velez Cachupfn to embark on any royal ship making for Vera Cruz
or Havana to take up the post ofgovernor of New Mexico for the second time.
Velez Cachupfn asked permission to take four servants with him but was
allowed only two, along with his items of clothing, books, and his personal
weapons. 30 Velez Cachupfn boarded a vessel aptly named the Conquistador
with his two servants, Manuel Antonio Lorens de Rada y Suazo, a twentyfour-year-old resident of Cadiz, and Mariano de la Cuerva y Cabanas. 3l
Presumably these two remained with the governor throughout most ofhis second term, although neither was mentioned in his will. Instead Velez Cachupfn gave twenty-five pesos each to Juan Mellet, his ayuda de camara or valet,
and Vicente, his groom. 32
Soon after taking office for the second time as governor of New Mexico,
Velez Cachupfn started undoing the damage caused by the misguided Indian policy of Governor Portillo y Urrisola and his two predecessors. Realizing the importance of Indian captives to the Comanches, one of Velez
Cachupfn's first acts on moving into the Governor's Palace for the second
time was to free six Comanche women captives and send them to their people as a goodwill gesture. As a result of this action the Comanches sent nine
warriors and six women to Taos to negotiate with Velez Cachupfn and see
with their own eyes whether "the captain who amazes" had returnedY The
Comanche delegation told Velez Cachupfn that "they had discord with the
governors who had succeeded [him]" and in particular with Governor Portillo, who had "killed their people in Taos and captured their families when
they had come with their hearts full ofkindness to establish peace." Instead,
"[they] suffered great punishment at the hands of that governor, who never
wished to hear them speak directly to him."34
Velez Cachupfn was sympathetic to the complaint against Governor Portillo and the Comanches' "well-founded resentment" but let them know that
their actions at the time of the August 1760 Villalpando raid near Taos were
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inexcusable. J5 Velez Cachupin suggested that the Comanches and the Spaniards should again make peace, resume trade, and exchange captives. The
Comanche delegation agreed, promising to return by July all the captives
taken since 1760, the year ofthe Villalpando raid, and to place the entire peace
proposal before their chiefs for a final decision. 36
Before the July deadline for the return of captives arrived, another delegation reached Santa Fe on 10 June. Meml;ers of the delegation explained that
they had been sent to verify again that the governor was the same person they
had known during his first term and to bring back further assurances to that
effect. 37 The Comanches were still smarting "from the ill-considered attack
... don Manuel del Portillo made upon them" on 22 December 1761. Velez
Cachupin suggested that the Comanche delegation tell him what signs ofhis
good faith it required. The oldest of the four chiefs asked that each ofthe four
be given one of the Comanche captives, or genizaros, held by the Spanish to
take back with them, preferably "some relative or his own woman."38
Governor Velez Cachupin was prepared for this request, for he realized
th<it the exchange of captives (particularly Comanche prisoners) was one of
the things the Comanches desired most. Soon after he took office for the
second time in February 1762, the governor issued a decree prohibiting the
sale and purchase of Comanche genizaros. He ordered instead that any such
captives be divided among the New Mexicans living near Santa Fe with the
proviso that the settlers might be required to return the Comanche genizaros
to Velez Cachupin for possible repatriation as part of a captive exchange.
Authorities kept lists of the homes to which these genizaros were allotted so
that the Spaniards who housed them could be notified to deliver the Comanche genizaros to the governor. 39 Because of this arrangement Velez Cachupin
was able to gather thirty-one female Comanche genizaros, among whom each
of the chiefs found a relative. This second release of Comanche genizaros so
pleased the chiefs in the delegation that they embraced the governor and
thanked him profusely. As a result of these peace overtures, Velez Cachupin
concluded with the Comanches another peace that lasted throughout his
second term. 4D When the Marques de Rubi made his inspection of New Mexico at the end of Velez Cachupin's second term, he noted that the Comanches were still at peace and keeping to their obligations. 4!
Velez Cachupin was able to make peace with the Utes and resume the
Comanche peace on the strength ofthe reputation he established during his
first term. Once the Utes and Comanches realized he was the same man who
had defeated the Comanches at San Diego Pond in 1751, they were willing
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to make peace, especially when Velez Cachupfn returned Comanche captives, even before their relatives released the Spanish captives they held.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn relinquished the office of governor of New Mexico to his successor Pedro Fermfn de Mendinueta (1767-1778) on 1 March
1767. Still at the height of his powers after completing his second term as
governor of New Mexico, Velez Cachupfn remained in Santa Fe, awaiting
further orders from the viceroy and the king. There is no evidence that Velez
Cachupfn ever underwent a residencia (judicial review of a governor's term
in office). Instead, the former governor met with Mendinueta and passed on
some ofthe knowledge and experience he had acquired as governor, "attending and instructing my successor in all particulars."42 Unfortunately, Velez
Cachupfn's policy of making peace with the Utes, Comanches, and Navajos
was not followed by Mendinueta, whose administration was plagued by "incessant robberies, attacks, and murders" by Indian raiders. 43 This escalation
of hostilities resulted in part from a new policy the Spanish crown adopted
in 1772 "to bolster presidial garrisons along the frontier in preparation for full
scale military campaigns to subdue the native foe."44
By August 1767 Velez Cachupfn was eager to obtain a new assignment
worthy of his experience and his background. After counseling Mendinueta
for five months, Velez Cachupfn returned to
Mexico City to appear before the viceroy, who
finally gave him leave to depart New Spain as
soon as he received permission from the king.
Velez Cachupfn still did not have a new job and
was therefore in a state of uncertainty as he sailed
TOMAS VELEZ CACHUPIN
back to Spain on the warship La Castilla. In the
SIGNATURE AND RUBRIC
vicinity of the Island of Terceira in the Azores,
Velez became extremely ill from an unknown ailment that was never described in any detail. 45
It seems likely that don Tomas received medical attention at two hospitals
in Madrid before his death. In his will he made a bequest, a one-time gift of
thirty reales, to the royal Hospital General and the Hospital de la Pasion in
the Spanish capital. The stated reason for the bequest was to forestall any
future claim against his estate. The exact date of his death has not come to
light, but it was probably not long after he signed his will in late January 1769.
Velez Cachupfn's signature and especially his rubric are feeble, indicating
his frail health, but he was strong enough to write the last paragraph of the
will (beginning "en cuyo testimonio asf 10 digo") in his own hand. It was not
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at all unusual for a dying man to add a note to his will on his deathbed and
was certainly in character for a man who had drafted numerous legal documents, knew the proper legal language, and preferred to do things himself.

The Velez Cachupin Family in Laredo
Tomas Velez Cachupfn came from a distinguished family in Laredo but did
not say much about it while he was governor of New Mexico. For one thing
he remained a lifelong bachelor, "de estado soltero," as he stated in his will.
Apparently, Velez Cachupfn avoided the entertaining and social connections that were part of the life of a governor of New Mexico. His social standing was of no importance to the Comanche warriors he fought in the field or
made peace with. Prowess in battle and keeping one's word were more important to the Comanches than the fame and glory of one's family, but Velez
Cachupfn was proud of his lineage, as can been seen from his Will. 46
Velez Cachupfn had a well-known bloodline, although few ifany in New
Mexico were aware of it. The Velez Cachupfn name and the family holdings

PRESENT-DAY VISTA OF LAREDO, SPAIN

(Photograph by Teresa Escudero)
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in Spain and particularly around Laredo were impressive. An indication ofthe
importance ofthe Velez Cachupfn family in Laredo is found in a lawsuit from
the year J.420 between the procurador sfndico (city attorney) ofthe villa (municipality) and the owner of Casas Cachupines (family houses in Laredo). At issue
were some of the rights and privileges of the villa, such as preferential seats in
the church. It appears that also at stake were other prerogatives such as the
traditional right of the villa to hold municipal elections in one of the Casas
Cachupines and the custom of holding court in a room in that same Casa
Cachupfn. The Casas Cachupines were near the municipal buildings (the
home of the ayuntamiento [municipal council]), but there was apparently a
lack of space in those buildings for holding elections and court proceedings. 47
The Cachupines of Laredo were also immortalized in Miguel de Cervantes's Don Quixote. In chapter thirteen of the first book, don Quixote is
asked by Vivaldo, a gentleman he meets on the road, to describe Dulcinea,
the lady he serves. When Quixote says she is a princess, Vivaldo asks with
some skepticism about Dulcinea's family and bloodline. Quixote lists several
of the leading families of Spain and then says that, though Dulcinea is not
from any of them, she is of a modern lineage: "El Toboso of La Mancha,"
which someday will be as famous. Vivaldo replies: "Although I am descended
from the Cachopines of Laredo ... I shall not dare to compare my family with
the El Tobosos of La Mancha; though, to tell you the truth, such a surname
had never reached my ears till now."48
There appears to be no irony intended in Cervantes's reference to Cachopfn as a famous family, and the Cachopfn family mentioned in Don Quixote
seems to be the same as the Velez Cachupfn family.49 There was also a connection between Cervantes and Francisco Cachopfn of Santander. Francisco's widow, Isabel de Alvear, signed an agreementto apprentice herselffor
two years under Miguel's sister, Andrea de Cervantes, to learn the arts of a
seamstress. Francisco Cachopfn may have been a cousin of the patriarch of
the Velez Cachupfn family, Francisco Velez Cachupfn. In any case, the fact
that Cervantes refers to the Cachopines of Laredo indicates that he was referring to Tomas Velez Cachupfn's ancestors. 50
The town of Laredo had been an important seaport in the sixteenth century, particularly with regard to early traffic to the Indies, but well before
Tomas's day it had entered into a long decline that continued until a modern
resurgence based largely on tourism. The Velez Cachupin name is still famous in Laredo and plays a part in the promotion ofhistoric Laredo. 51 Among
the buildings registered in the historic district known as "la Puebla vieja de
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la villa de Laredo," is the Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn. Juan
Garda del Hoyo Alvarado y Escalante acquired the house in the seventeenth
century, and Tomas Velez Cachupfn owned it in the eighteenth century. Next
to this house is the Casa Palacio de Zarauz at the end ofthe Plaza de Cachupfn.
Today these two houses are known collectively as the Casas Cachupines.
In his will, Velez Cachupfn bequeathed the remainder of his estate, after
payment of the specific bequests, "to the Casas de los Velez Cachupfn ... so
that the second son ofthe owner of the said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn may
enjoy the income of said ... property." Tomas encouraged the recipient of
this income to apply it "to the study of letters or to a career in his majesty's
military service," but the recipient would not be disqualified if he failed to
pursue either career. 52
The family used some of the Casas Cachupines at least as early as the seventeenth century.53 These structures were treated much like an entailed estate to which Tomas, his ancestors, and his descendants made bequests to
provide for the upkeep ofthe property. Family members still live in the Casas
Cachupines, as does the coauthor of this article, Marfa Teresa Escudero Basoa, who has spent her summers in the Casa Palacio del General Benito Zarauz since she was a little girl. Teresa Escudero is descended from Tomas's
grandfather, Francisco Velez Cachupfn.
Historically, the term Casas Cachupines had two meanings. The entity to
which Velez Cachupfn bequeathed the remainder of his estate was a mayorazgo, or entailed estate, that was inherited by the eldest son in a particular
family line in each generation under the law ofprimogeniture. 54 The purpose
of a mayorazgo was to preserve the property and renown of a family by tying
together its assets into an inalienable whole that was passed from first-born
son to first-born son. The other meaning of the Casas Cachupines refers to
the houses owned by the family in Laredo and other communities in the surrounding area. Many of these houses still exist today and are considered local
treasures, although most of them are no longer owned by the Velez Cachupfn family. In nearby Colindres, the Casa de Villota Cachupfn bears a testament in stone to the permanence of the Casas Cachupines in the form of an
inscription that reads, "There will be no wolves or oaks before there are no
Casas Cachupines." (The shield of the Velez Cachupfn family contains two
oaks and two wolves.) The entailed estate known as the Casas Cachupines,
which was actually based in Ajo and included the houses in Laredo along
with other properties in and around the city, no longer exists. Perhaps it was
divided up when there was no male heir to inherit, even though the property
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in a mayorazgo was supposedly inalienable, and
women could and did inherit mayorazgos. During the period from 1814 to 1820, Modesta Velez
Cachupfn was the sole heir and occupied the
Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn,
which had been in the family since the eighteenth century, belonging first to Tomas. There
Modesta put up Simon Bolivar during his sojourn in Laredo. At some point part?r all of the
assets of the mayorazgo might have found their
way into the hands of her husband, Jose de Peredo y Gandara. 55 Ironically, neither the mayVELEZ CACHUPIN COAT OF ARMS
f
h
orazgo nor the most amous Casa Cac upfn
(Drawing by Dante Ruiz)
exists today. The villa tore down the Casa Torre
del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn in 1908 as part of a misguided city planning
project.
Even though Tomas bequeathed his property to the mayorazgo, he may
have had some reservations about Spanish inheritance practice. A mayorazgo typically passed to the oldest son on the death of his father. Tomas exercised his legal right to add to the assets of the Velez Cachupfn mayorazgo
by aggregation in the form of fincas (property for which one had the right to
collect income) but he made an unusual request in so doing. He provided
that the second son of the owner of the Casas Cachupines, if there was one,
was to enjoy any income the fincas produced. In the absence of a secondborn son, the income from the fincas reverted to the owner of the Casas Cachupines. Traditionally, second-born sons received only a small inheritance
and had to make their own way, usually in the clergy or in the military as
Tomas had done. Tomas Velez Cachupfn may have been doing his part to
correct the inequities of a system that did not comport with his ideas. If this
was his motivation, he was not alone. According to historian Helen Nader in
her study of the Mendoza family, "the Mendoza carried on a balancing act,
moving property in and out of the mayorazgo to even up the inheritances of
various sons."56
Velez Cachupfn believed that the fame and glory of the family name was
what was most important and that such renown was best achieved through
individual initiative. He particularly encouraged his heirs to pursue a career
in the military or attend a university and to use the income from his bequest
to cover their expenses. According to his will, the second-born son was not
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CASA TORRE DEL HOYO 0 DE VELEZ CACHUPIN IN LAREDO, SPAIN, WHERE
TOMAS VELEZ CACHUPIN LIVED, DEMOLISHED IN 1908

(Photograph courtesy Archivo Municipal de Laredo)

excluded from receiving the income ifhe did not follow either of these callings, but the will did require the beneficiary to continue using the name Velez
Cachupfn to keep the luster of the family alive.
Acting in accord with Velez Cachupfn's wishes, his executors, Manuel
and Juan Antonio de los Heros, made financial arrangements to invest the
sum derived from the liquidation of his assets after fulfilling the few specific
bequests mentioned in the will. The remaining amount came to 700,000
reales de vell6n, most of which derived from his unpaid salary as governor of
New Mexico. 57 The executors were members of the Real Congregaci6n de
San Ignacio de Loyola, a society established in Madrid and comprised of the
sons of the three provinces of Cantabria. In 1772 the society had purchased
from don Fernando de Silva Alvarez de Toledo, Duque de Alba y Huescar,
the church of San Jorge and ten houses located on the Madrid streets known
as the Calle del Prfncipe, Calle de las Huertas, Calle del Lobo, and Calle
del Prado. The society needed capital to pay for repairs and upkeep of its
newly acquired real estate. To obtain the property, its directors executed a
censo, or income-producing loan arrangement, with the estate of Velez
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Cachupfn. In exchange for 700,000 reales de ve1l6n paid in gold and silver
coins, the Real Congregaci6n de San Ignacio de Loyola agreed to pay the
Velez Cachupfn mayorazgo interest of 2. 5 percent per year on the principal,
with payments to begin in July 1772. The censo thus would produce 17,500
reales de ve1l6n in interest for the second son of the owner of the Casas
Cachupines every year unless and until the principal was paid off. Two payments of8,750 were to be made on 31 December and 1July of each year. The
society retained the right to payoff the censo in two payments of 350,000
reales in gold or silver. 58
Tomas may also have been bitterly disappointed that the mayorazgo had
not gone through his direct family line to his father. When Tomas's grandfather, Francisco Velez Cachupfn, died, the mayorazgo passed to his "natural"
son, Felipe Velez Cachupfn. Francisco was not married to Felipe's mother,
Micaela Porras y Velasco, but Francisco recognized Felipe in his will executed at Ajo on 3 September 1679, making him his legitimate heir. Then
Felipe provided in his own will that the mayorazgo pass to the children of his
brother, Antonio, who was not in line, according to birth order, to inherit the
mayorazgo. 59 The next son of Francisco and his wife, Juana del Hoyo Alvarado y Mari, who was in line to get the mayorazgo was Tomas's father, Francisco, and then in turn it should have gone to Tomas. 60
Regardless ofTomas's motivations, his plans were soon undone. On 4 February 1775, Manuel de Velez Cachupfn, a captain of militia in the villa of
Laredo and the holder of the family mayorazgo, executed a transfer that completely undermined Tomas's attempts to leave money to the second son of the
owner ofthe Casas Cachupinas. Acting with the power of attorney of his sons,
Nicolas and Marfa Antonio Velez Cachupfn y Barco, Manuel transferred the
income from the censo established in 1772 to Manuel de los Heros (one of
the executors of the Velez Cachupfn estate) for having advanced a considerable sum of money to Nicolas. 61
Nicolas, Manuel Velez Cachupfn's heir, was a lieutenant of the militia
in the villa of Laredo, residing in Santander with his wife, Manuela de Alvarado Velasco. Although Nicolas enjoyed an annual income of 4,941 reales
4 maravedfes from various income-producing loans, his financial needs
were considerably greater. Among his expenses were clothing, the salary of
his Latin teacher and violin instructor, and the obligations of his marriage
contract. These and other unspecified urgent needs had produced a debt
of 39,990 reales 2 maravedfes, a sum that Manuel de los Heros had advanced
Nicolas.
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Marfa Antonio was the second son of Manuel Velez Cachupfn and was to
have received an income of 17,500 reales de ve1l6n according to the censo de
los Heros had established pursuant to the terms of Tomas's will. Marfa
Antonio was a young clergyman who took minor orders by 1775 and certainly
would have been alive when Tomas made his will in 1769. Therefore it seems
reasonable to conclude that Tomas intended Marfa Antonio to receive the
benefit of his unusual bequest. Because of the transfer of the censo income
to his brother Nicolas, Marfa Antonio did not receive the income from the
censo for the first several years of its existence. It seems that similar transfers
followed in subsequent years, given the size of Nicolas's accumulated debt
and apparent propensity to live beyond his means. The transfer of the censo
income may give some hint regarding the ultimate disposition of the mayorazgo itself, which no longer exists.
Although some details have been unearthed as to the administration of
Tomas Velez Cachupfn's estate, much remains unknown in the absence of

CASA PALACIO DEL GENERAL BENITO ZARAUZ IN LAREDO, SPAIN, WHERE
TERESA ESCUDERO LIVES PART OF THE YEAR

(Photograph by Teresa Escudero)
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complete documentation. It is known that by 1775 the probate of the estate
was still incomplete. In June of that year Manuel de los Heros, one of the
executors of the estate, told the Council of the Indies that the settlement of
the estate had been delayed because Velez Cachupfn's residencia still had
not been taken. The council ordered the viceroy to tell the current governor of New Mexico to carry out an expedited residencia by setting a twoweek period during which any complaints against or debts owed by Velez
Cachupfn could be brought to light. If none were forthcoming, the governor was to inform the viceroy and then assure that any funds owed to Velez
CachuJffn were sent to Spain. 61 The final accounting of this transaction
awaits discovery.
Even though the mayorazgo is gone, Teresa Escudero's family still owns
part of the first floor of the Casa Palacio del General Benito Zarauz. Velez
Cachupfn lived in the Casa Torre del Hoyo 0 de Velez Cachupfn, perhaps
during the eight years between his first and second term as governor of New
Mexico. It is certainly a happy circumstance that one of the coauthors ofthis
article continues to live in a building that was once one of the Casas Cachupines inhabited by one of New Mexico's most effective governors, Tomas
Velez Cachupfn.

Last Will and Testament of Tomas Velez Cachupin (Spanish)
Testamento otorgado por don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, 25 de enero de 1769
[1] En el nombre de Dios todopoderoso, y de la serenfsima Reina de los
Angeles, Madre de Dios, y Senora nuestra: Sepase por esta publica escritura
de testamento, ultima y postrimera voluntad, como yo, don Tomas Velez
Cachupfn, natural de la villa de Laredo y vecino de esta corte, de estado soltero, gobernador y capitan general que he sido dos veces del Nuevo Mexico;
hijo legftimo de don Francisco Velez Cachupfn y de dona Marfa de la Quintana difuntos, vecinos que fueron de dicha villa de Laredo, estando en la
cama enfermo del cuerpo de la enfermedad que Dios Nuestro Senor ha sido
servido darme, en mi sano y cabal juicio, habla, y entendimiento natural,
creyendo, como firme, y verdaderamente creo en el alto e incomprensible
misterio de la Santfsima Trinidad, Padre, Hijo, y Espfritu Santo, tres personas distintas, y un solo Dios verdadero, yen todos los demas misterios yartfculos que cree y confiera nuestra Santa Madre Iglesia Cat61ica Apost61ica
Romana, bajo de cuya fe y creencia he vivido, y propuesto vivir y morir como
fiel y cat61ico cristiano e invocando como invoco por mi intercesora yabogada
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a la siempre virgen Marfa Madre de Oios y Senora Nuestra, santos, angel de
mi guarda, nombre, devoci6n, y demas santos y santas de la corte celestial
para que intercedan con nuestro Senor Jesucristo, que por los meritos de su
pasi6n y muerte, me perdone mis culpas y pecados, y lleve mi animo a gozar
de su eterno descanso, y temiendome de la muerte tan natural a toda criatura
viviente, como su hora dudosa, deseando no me coja desprevenido para cuando llegue, hago, ordeno y otorga mi testamento ultima y determinada vol untad en la forma y manera siguiente:
[2] Primeramente, encomiendo mi alma a Oios Nuestro Senor que la cri6
y redimi6 con su preciosfsima sangre, pasi6n y muerte; y el cuerpo mand6 a
la tierra, de cuyo elemento fue formado. Es mi voluntad que, cuando la de
su Oivina Majestad fuese servido llevarme de esta presente vida a la eterna,
mi cuerpo cadaver sea amortajado con el habito de nuestro serafico padre
San Francisco y sepultado en el Convento de San Francisco de ASls de esta
corte 0 donde falleciese habiendole, dejando, como dejo, la demas disposici6n acompanamiento y funeral al arbitrio de mis testamentarios.
[A] Item: Es mi voluntad que por mi alma e intenci6n se celebren en dicho
Convento de San Francisco de ASls de esta corte mil misas rezadas, pagando
cuatro reales de limosna por cada una, en el Convento de San Norberto,
llamado los premonstratenses otras mil misas con la misma limosna de a cuatro reales cada una; ya la parroquia en cuyo distrito fallezca la cuarta correspondiente a las expresadas dos mil misas, pagando la misma limosna.
[B] Item: A las mandas forzosas, santos lugares de Jerusalen, redenci6n de
cautivos y reales Hospitales General y Pasi6n de esta corte, es mi voluntad se
Ie de a cada una, y por una vez a treinta reales de ve1l6n, con 10 que las desisto,
separo y aparto de derecho y acci6n que puedan tener a mis bienes.
[C] Item: Al senor don Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas Ie mando por via
de legado un espadfn de puno de oro.
[0] Item: AI senor don Juan Vicente de Giiemes y Horcasitas Ie mando
tambien, por vfa de legado veinte mil reales de ve1l6n por una vez.
[E] Item: Es mi voluntad que para el enlosado de piedra, que despues de
mi fallecimiento quiero se ejecute en la iglesia de Nuestra Senora de la Asunci6n de dicha villa de Laredo se entreguen por mis testamentarios al maestro,
o persona que corra su ejecuci6n treinta mil reales de ve1l6n, encargando
como encargo queden descubiertas las sepulturas de la Casa Cachupfn Villota y el Hoyo.
[F] Item: A don Jose de la Gandara, vecino de dicha villa de Laredo, es mi
voluntad se Ie den por vfa de legado y una vez treinta mil reales de ve1l6n.
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[G] Item: A la madre sar Melchora de San Rafael, mi sobrina, religiosa
Capuchina en la ciudad de Granada es mi voluntad que por mis albaceas se
la suministren y entreguen para sus necesidades religiosas segun 10 vaya necesitando trescientos pesos de a quince reales; y a la comunidad del mismo convento de Capuchinas para 10 que Ie parezca y quiera invertirlo cincuenta
pesos de la propia moneda.
[H] Item: A Juan Mellet mi ayuda de camara, y Vicente el Lacayo, es mi
voluntad se les de a cada uno veinte y cinco pesos de a quince reales de vellon, y a Josefa Ravajo doce de la misma moneda.
[3] DecIaro que si al tiempo de mi fallecimiento se encontrase una memoria escrita 0 firmada de mi rnano es mi voluntad que todo su contenido
se tenga por parte de este testamento protocolizandose con el, y dandola
entera fe y credito en juicio y fuera de el. Y para cumplir, pagar y ejecutar
10 contenido en este testamento y memoria si quedare, nombro por mis
albaceas y testamentarios a don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los Heros,
hermanos y vecinos de esta corte, a cada uno in solidum, a quienes doy
poder y facultad cumpI ida para que despues de mi fallecimiento entren y
se apoderen de todos mis bienes, hacienda, efectos y demas derechos, vendiendo y rematando en publica almoneda 0 fuera de ella los equivalentes
y de su imparte, cumplan y paguen 10 contenido en este mi testamento, y
memoria si quedare cuyo cargo les dure todo el tiempo necesario, aunque
sea pasado el ano del albaceazgo, pues desde luego les subrogo y prorrogo
todo el tiempo que hubieren de menester: y asimismo a dichos don Manuel
y don Juan Antonio de los Heros y a cada uno in solidum les doy poder y
facultad amplia para luego que fallezca administren, recauden, perciban
y cobren judicial 0 extrajudicial mente de Su Majestad, Dios Ie guarde, sus
tesoreros, arqueros, bancos, receptores, consejos, comunidades, cajas de
difuntos y demas personas particulares todas las cantidades de mis alhajas
y demas efectos que par razon de tal gobernador y capitan general que he
sido del Nuevo Mexico, herencias, legados, escrituras, vales, letras, polizas,
resguardos 0 por cualquier otra razon se me esten y quedaren debiendo al
tiempo de mi fallecimiento en esta corte, puerto de Cadiz, Reino de Indias,
y demas partes donde me correspondan y se me deban, practicando las
diligencias judiciales y extrajudiciales que les parezcan necesarias hasta
concIuir la cobranza de todo 10 que conste estarseme debiendo para que
con su importe cumplan dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los
Heros in solidum esta mi ultima voluntad segun su contenido y les dejo
comunicado.
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[4] Y del remanente que quedare de todos mis bienes, haciendas, dinero,
efectos, creditos y futuras sucesiones que en cualquier tiempo me toquen y
pertenezcan despues de cumplido este testamento y memoria si quedare, es
mi voluntad que todo ello por dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los
Heros, a cada uno in s6lidum, se agregue e incorpore a las Casas de los Velez
Cachupfn, imponiendolo en las fincas, hacienda y efectos redituables que les
pareciere y por bien tuvieren, otorgando las escrituras de agregaci6n, incorporaci6n y fundaci6n con arreglo a 10 que les dejo comunicado con las clausulas firmes y subsistentes que les parezca mas convenientes, para que el hijo
segundo del poseedor de dichas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn disfrute para
sf por entero las rentas que produzcan diehas fincas agregadas con la carga
precisa demandan celebrar en la capilla de Nuestra Senora de la Asunci6n
de dicho Convento de San Francisco de la villa de Laredo donde tienen su
patronato las mismas casas doce misas rezadas cada anopagando por la limosna de cada uno cuatro reales ve1l6n; con la condici6n de que, llegado el
caso de que del poseedor de diehas casas no haya segundogenito disfrute la
renta de la dicha agregaci6n el mismo poseedor que fuese de las expresadas
Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, y luego inmediatamente que se verifique haber
segundo hijo var6n, cese aquel, y las perciba este, excluyendo como excluyo
a las hembras aunque sean segundas y a los hijos y descendientes de dicho
segundogenito, pues muerto este ha de pasar al segundo hijo del poseedor
que fuese de las citadas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, encargando como encargo de que el tal segundo que goce dicha renta haya de aplicarse a los estudios siguiendo las letras 0 la carrera del servicio del rey en la milicia, sin que
deje de disfrutarla aunque por alg6n caso no la siga, usando siempre del apellido de Velez Cachupfn, para que en todo tiempo conste, y no se pierda el
lustre de la familia. Y para la felacionada imposici6n del remanente agregaci6n y fundaci6n que, con arreglo a la voluntad que les tengo comunicada
a dichos don Manuel y don Juan Antonio de los Heros, han de ejecutar; es
mi voluntad que por ning6n acontecimiento intervenga en cosa alguna el
primer segundo a dichas Casas de los Velez Cachupfn llamado en esta clausula, ni otra persona en su nombre, hasta que agregado todo el remanente se
Ie entreguen los tftulos, y demas instrumentos de pertenencia para la percepci6n de su renta; y menos poderles pedir en juicio ni fuera de el cuenta de
la distribuci6n ni imposici6n de los caudales que queden de residuo al tiempo
de mi fallecimiento, por tener como tengo de ambos entera satisfacci6n, y
confianza de su buen y justo proceder, y que 10 ejecutaran todo seg6n y c6mo
por extenso anteriormente les tengo comunicado mi intenci6n y voluntad.
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[5] Y por el presente revoco, anulo y doy por rotos, nulos, cancelados y de
ningun valor ni efecto otros cualesquier testamentos, poderes para hacerlos,
codicilos, mandas, legados, memorias y otras ultimas disposiciones que anteriores de esta haya hecho y otorgado por escrito de palabra 0 en otra forma que
ninguna ha de valer, sino este testamento y memoria si quedare que quiero
sea mi ultima y final voluntad en aquella vfa y forma que mas haya lugar en
derecho.
[6] En cuyo testimonio asf 10 digo y 10 otorgo ante el presente escribano
de su majestad y del numero de esta villa de Madrid, en ella a viente y cinco
dfas del mes de enero ano de mil setecientos sesenta y nueve, con los testigos
don Jose del Villar, don Carlos Lopez y don Alfonso Fernandez del Aguila,
vecinos de esta corte y el otorgante a quien yo, el escribano, doy fe conozco,
10 firmo.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn
[rubrical
Ante mf, Lorenzo de Terreros [rubrical

Last Will and Testament of Tomas Velez Cachupin (English)
Last Will and Testament executed by don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, 25 January 1769
[1] In the name of Almighty God and of the most serene Queen of the
angels, Mother of God, our Lady, I, don Tomas Velez Cachupfn, native of
the villa of Laredo and citizen of this court, a bachelor, twice governor and
captain general of New Mexico, legitimate son of don Francisco Velez
Cachupfn and dona Marfa de la Quintana both deceased, former citizens of
the villa of Laredo, being sick in bed with the illness that God our Lord has
seen fit to give me, being of sound and complete judgment, speech, and understanding, believing, as I firmly and truly believe in the sublime and incomprehensible mystery of the Holy Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
three distinct persons and one true God, and in all other mysteries and articles of faith of our Holy Mother, the Roman Catholic Apostolic Church, in
whose faith and belief, I have lived and propose to live and die as a faithful
and Catholic Christian invoking, as I do invoke as my intercessor and advocate the ever-virgin Mary, Mother of God and our Lady, my guardian angel,
the saint after whom I am named and venerate, and the rest of the saints of
the celestial court, all of whom may intercede with our Lord Jesus Christ,
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who by virtue of His passion and death may forgive my faults and sins and
carry my soul to enjoy its eternal rest, fearing my death, which is so natural
for all living creatures, as the hour of my death is unknow,!, not wanting to
be caught unprepared when it comes, do make, arrange, and execute my last
will and testament in accordance with my wishes in the following form and
manner:
[2] First, I entrust my soul to God our Lord, who created and redeemed
it with His precious blood, passion, and death, and commend my body to the
earth from which it was formed. It is my wish that when His Divine Majesty
sees fit to take me from this present life to eternal life that my body be shrouded
in the habit of our seraphic father, St. Francis of Assis, at this court or wherever I die, if it is available, leaving, as I do leave it to my executors' judgment
to make arrangements for the procession and funeral.
[A] Item: It is my wish and intention that a thousand masses be celebrated
for my soul at said Convento de San Francisco ofthis court, paying four reales
in alms for each one. At the Convento de San Noberto, also called the Premonstratensians, another thousand masses at four reales in alms each and in
the parish church in the district where I die, a fourth of the said two thousand
masses, paying the same alms.
[B] Item: For the holy places ofJerusalem, the ransom of captives, the
royal Hospital General and the Hospital de la Pasion of this court, it is my
wish that each be given a one-time gift of thirty reales in copper coins, and
with this gift I terminate, remove, and set aside any right to and interest they
may have in my property.
[C] Item: To don Antonio de Giiemes y Horcasitas larder given as a bequest a broadsword with a gold hilt.
[0] Item: To Juan Vicente de Giiemes y Horcasitas I also order a one-time
bequest of twenty thousand reales in copper coins.
[E] Item: It is my wish that for the tombstone I want made after my death
in the church of Nuestra Senora de la Asuncion of said villa of Laredo, my
executors are to give thirty thousand reales in copper coins to the master or
person in charge of making it, charging as I do charge that the tombs of the
Casa Cachupfn Villota yel Hoyo are to remain open.
[F] Item: To don Jose de la Gandara, citizen ofsaid villa of Laredo, it is my
wish that he be given by way of a one-time bequest, thirty thousand reales in
copper coins.
[G] Item: To Mother sor Melchora de San Rafael, my niece, a member
of the Capuchin order in the city of Granada, it is my wish that my executors
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furnish and deliver three hundred pesos and fifteen reales for her religious
necessities, as she needs them, and to the community of the Capuchin convent fifty pesos to use or invest as they see fit.
[H] Item: To Juan Mellet, my valet, and to Vicente the groom, it is my
wish that each be given twenty-five pesos, fifteen reales in copper coins, and
to Josefa Ravajo twelve pesos in the same coin.
[3] I declare that if at the time of my death a statement written or signed
by me is found, it is my wish that everything stated therein be considered part
of this testament, recording it with the testament and certifying its complete
authenticity in and out of court. In order to fulfill, pay for, and execute everything that is contained in this will and statement (if one is left) I name as
my executors don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros, brothers and
citizens of this court, to whom I give jointly power of attorney and authority
so that after my death, they may enter into and take possession of all·my real
and personal property, and the rest of my legal rights, selling them at public
auction or privately for what they are worth and from the proceeds pay what
is stated in this my will and statement (if one is left). They will have this responsibility for as long as necessary, even if the year of the executorship is
over. Indeed, they shall have the right ofsubstitution and to extend the time
for as long as necessary. Likewise, to the said don Manuel and don Antonio
de los Heros I jointly give ample power of attorney and authority so that as
soon as I die they can administer, collect, receive, and recover in or out of
court from His Majesty (may God keep him) his treasurers, cashiers, banks,
receivers, councils, communities, funds for the deceased, and other private
parties, the full value of my valuable personal property and other property
that are owed me by virtue of my having been governor and captain general
of New Mexico, as well as inheritances, bequests, deeds, promissory notes,
drafts, securities or whatever else may be owed me at the time of my death
in this court, the port of Cadiz, the Kingdom of the Indies, and other places
where they belong to and are owed me, carrying out the proceedings in and
out of court that they deem necessary until the collection of everything that
is known to be owed to me is concluded. This is so that with the proceeds said
don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros may jointly fulfill this my last
will according to what is stated herein and which I have communicated to
them.
[4] Of the remnant that is left over from all my goods, property, money,
personal effects, credits, and future succession that at any time may involve
and belong to me after carrying out this will and statement (if one is left), it
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is my wish that said don Manuel and don Juan Antonio de los Heros, acting
jointly, should aggregate and incorporate everything that remains to the Casas
de los Velez Cachupfn, applying the remnant to fincas, property, and incomeproducing assets they deem advantageous, executing the documents of aggregation, incorporation, and establishment in accordance with what I
communicated to them by means of the firm and enduring stipulations they
consider most appropriate. This is so that the second son of the owner of the
said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn may enjoy for himself the income that the
aggregated fincas produce, with the specific responsibility of ordering celebrated the said twelve low masses every year in the chapel ofNuestra Senora
de la Asuncion in the said Convento de San Francisco of the villa of Laredo
where they have the patronage, paid for out of the alms of four reales in copper coins for each mass, with the condition that in the event that the owner
of the said Casas Cachupines does not have a second son, the owner of the
said Casas Cachupines himself enjoys the income ofthe said aggregated property. Then, immediately upon verification that there is a second son, the rights
of the former cease and the latter receives them, excluding as I do exclude the
females, even if they are the second born, and the sons and descendants of
said second-born. Indeed, when the latter dies it passes to the second son of
the owner of the said Casas de los Velez Cachupfn, charging as I do charge
that the second son who enjoys the said income is to apply it to the study
of letters or to a career in his majesty's military service, although he should
not fail to enjoy it if for some reason he does not pursue this career, always
using the surname Velez Cachupfn so that for all time the fame and glory
of the family will be known and not be lost. As for the aforesaid imposition
ofthe remnant, aggregation, and establishment, which in accordance with
my wishes that I have communicated to the said don Manuel and don Juan
Antonio de los Heros that they are to execute, it is my wish that for no reason should the first second son referred to in this article or any other person in his name interfere in any matter concerning the Casas de los Velez
Cachupfn until all the remnant having been aggregated, they give him the
titles and other legal instruments of ownership for the collection of its income. Even less can they be asked in or out of court for an accounting of
either the distribution or the imposition of the funds that remain at the
time of my death, because I am completely satisfied in both and have confidence in their proper and just behavior and that they will execute everything because I have communicated to them previously my intention and
wishes in detail.
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[5] By means of this document I revoke, annul, and consider broken, null,
cancelled, and of no value or effect any other testaments, powers of attorney
to make them, codicils, gifts, bequests, statements, and final arrangements,
that I may have made and executed before this one in writing, orally, or in
other form. None is to be good except this testament and statement (if one
is left), which I want to be my last and final will in that way and form that is
most in accordance with the law.
[6] In witness thereofI so state and I execute this before the present royal
and registered scribe of this villa of Madrid on 25 January 1769, with the witnesses don Jose del Villar, don Carlos L6pez, and don Alfonso Fernandez del
Aguila, citizens ofthis court, and the one who executes this document, whom
I, the scribe, attest that I know and vouch for, which I sign.
Tomas Velez Cachupfn
[rubric]
Before me, Lorenzo de Terreros [rubric]
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